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Spring poets Festival 2003
Tribute to “the Jardin des Plantes” (Famous Parisian park of the National Natural Historic
Museum)
Sunday, March 16, at 2:30 pm and 4pm
This little invention is an improvisation based on considerations of a certain Joubert, about the
vacuum between the physical and the dream, poems of Henri Michaux and Jacques Roubaud about
the tree, of Paul Valéry about the plant, and finally, the landscaper Gilles Clément dreaming of an
imaginary continent starting from the “Jardin des Plantes” (Parisian park)
with Julie Duclos,
Nathalie Houze,
Sophie Maillard,
Magali Baudou,
Mathilde Sheepish

by order of entry in trees’ perspective
Dresses were designed, as poems, by two young designers: Sarah Esmoingt and Saskia Manuel,
from the theme of the water, the air and the Earth.
Cellist: Tibor Razvani
Directed by: Geneviève Schwoebel with the participation of The small Factory and the University
of Paris 8
Research CICEP (International Centre of Poetic spaces Creation)

Pictures extracted from the Catalogue showing my designs:

venue

Handmade
dress with
handcrafted
fabrics feathers

Handmade top, creation of the fabric + shape

Handmade handcrafted collar + handmade bustier Handmade embroidered dress

English translation
Apparitions
"All three had three no such beauties,
but the youngest was the most beautiful face (...)
But I wanted the oldest in my wishes,
As the middle one, as both of them,
But still the youngest was in my mind...”
Pierre de Ronsard
"They are like behind a glass wall in a
region full of mysteries, silent, closed in on
herself. As a final protest, they close their
eyes. They would like it was fully dark.
However the sun penetrates the mirrors, push away the
darkness. Things get alive. The whole house
is made of flesh and blood.”
Irene Schavelzon
"Apparitions is a theatrical journey through the castle, garden and wood of Talcy
Castle. Like the gardens to repel the flowers and grass season, as odors and insect
wake air and earth tones, three women resurface as attendance related to the
garden, to the rooms of the castle, to the press, the flapping wings of the pigeon.
They will be our dreaming, our spinners of time, those in doorways, bushes, walls,
recall the voices of poets and summon them.
Often beauty comes to us through dazzling, by lightning: a foliage shimmer on a
stone, a hair in the sun, one hand on a window ledge. Women and elements are
mixed in the breathing air resurfaced as a song of old. Diane, Cassandra ... these
women magical name linked with the memory of time and vision interspersed
poets, that of Ronsard who see the "walk on water", that of Aubigné who in her
lovesick entrusts her complaint to flowers, wood, wind, thrilled.
Talcy gardens are imbued with murmurs and sighs of lovers. Without any concern
for time, winds are hatched unexpectedly break, as these three women cross, no
one knows where they come from. They are only there, smiling and peaceful,
writes Agrippa d'Aubigné, there to "pleasure, relaxation and contentment."
Thus the ledger Talcy castle gardens will open again to open sky, raising voices and
presences through these three passengers a day, they also visiting, too busy time
that goes ... Apparitions.
"GenevieveSchwoebel

Directed by Geneviève Schwoebel, Julie Duclos, Nathalie and Sophie Maillard Houzé
Costume design: Sarah Esmoingt, jeweler: Stefano Poletti
Texts of Jacques Roubaud, Irene Schavelzon, Agrippa d'Aubigné, Sylvie Fabre G.,
Philippe Bertrand, Henri Michaux, Maximine, Rainer Maria Rilke, Jeanne Bourin,
Philippe Guenin…
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Invitation Saturday, June 5, 2004 from 16h
Gardens of Talcy Poetry Prize

Inside flyer:

Program:
4:30 pm Youth Poetry Award Ceremony on
metamorphoses" by Carl Norac, president of
organized in association with the CRDP and
Orleans-Tours
6:30 pm Poetry Prize Award Ceremony on
voices" by Georges-Emmanuel Clancier,
caller number 34 by Baccanales,
2003, by Pierre Vieuguet, director of the
Rhône-Alpes county

Gardens of Talcy Poetry Priz

Inside flyer, left page:

with the participation of the International Poetic Space Centre of the University of Paris
VIII, and Charles Cros Institute of the University of Marne-la-Vallée.

the theme "Gardens and
the jury, competition
the DAAC Academy of
the theme "Garden of
president of the jury,
publishing poems Award
House of Poetry in

from 4 to 9 pm:

"Apparitions" theatrical journey directed by
with Julie Duclos, Nathalie Houze, Sophie
designed by Sarah Esmoingt, and jewelry by

MONUM,

(National Monuments Center)

Centre County

Renaud DONNEDIEU DE VABRES,
Minister of Culture and Communication
Christophe VALLET,
President of the Center for National Monuments
Michel SAPIN,
President of the Centre Region

7:30 pm rustic buffet

Free visit of the castle and its orchard-

Inside flyer, right page:

conservatory
Geneviève Schwoebel,
Maillard, costumes
Stefano Poletti.

"Love and whispers", madrigals of the Sixteenth Century and sonnets of Pierre
de Ronsard and Agrippa d'Aubigné.
"Vision", a tribute to Cassandra Salviati, muse of Ronsard and ancestor of Alfred
de Musset, with the singer Jocelyne Kiss, the harpist Tatiana Drgona, and
readings by Philippe Tancelin and Chloe Donne.
"In all parts, Beauty-abyss" sound creation Jocelyne Kiss based on poems of
Philip Tancelin.
" Sound gardens "created by Hugo Vermandel based on sonnets of Pierre de
Ronsard and Agrippa d'Aubigné.
Opening the permanent sound installation in Talcy’s wood: “Diane’s black
lights" created by Jocelyne Kiss based on a text by Philippe Guenin.

Gilles De LANGSDORFF,
Administrator of the Châteaudun and Talcy castles

are pleased to invite you as part of "Rendezvous in the gardens" at the
Poetry Prize Gardens of Talcy Award Ceremony, Saturday, June 5, 2004
from 4 pm in the castle of Talcy.

Invitation valid for two

National Monuments Centre
Castle of Talcy
Talcy 41370
Phone: 0033 (0)2 54 81 03 01
www.monum.fr

